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AGLAE’ PROFICIENCY TESTING – ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
PREPARATION OF THE TEST SAMPLES
The test samples of interlaboratory comparisons are prepared and packaged by AGLAE and for some
tests by partner laboratories, with the objective to be as close as possible to your routine samples.
Pay attention: this does not mean that test materials have systematically similar concentration
levels to the samples regularly analysed in the laboratory.
For parameters included in water quality controls (in particular microbiology), proficiency tests
are organised to confront participants with pollution situations: levels are close to or beyond
regulation values.
 Concentration ranges targeted for the various parameters are available on request.
At least one test per scheme will have parameters with concentration levels inferior to 15 times the
set quantification limit when it is possible to maintain at the same time the quality of the proficiency
test, this for the relevant pairs « parameter-matrix » concerned by the order delivered by the French
Ministry of Environment.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ANALYSES
The analyses undertaken in the frame of AGLAE’s interlaboratory comparisons must be
carried out like your routine analyses with the method of your choice.
However, analyses must start as soon as possible, in particular during the recommended
period to start the sample treatment (PRDT). This period corresponds to the period during
which the quality of test materials is considered optimal. Beyond this period, defects can
occur and interfere with the assessment of your analytical performances.
If your laboratory cannot meet this period, it is up to you to perform or not the analyses.
To test another method or evaluate a technician, you may order additional test samples. They
will be delivered at the same time as your samples for the interlaboratory comparison.

ASSESSMENT OF YOUR ANALYTICAL PERFORMANCE
The statistical interpretation of the results is based on the consensus coming from the data set (mean result, precision
observed). The data processing is carried out with results obtained from all methods and in accordance with normative
documents.
The analytical performance of laboratories is assessed at the trueness level but also
at the repeatability level.

In chemistry: the evaluation is given in explicit words so that it can be
interpreted directly. An appraisal of the uncertainty of measurement is added
(when reported). Z-scores (result’s position in relation to the general mean) and
zeta-scores (relevance of the uncertainty of measurement associated with the
result) are also provided to the participants.

In biology: the evaluation is presented via a qualitative ranking which
expresses the quality of the analysis. Z-scores and, for some cases squared relative standard deviations « u² », that
quantify the technical over-dispersion with regard to the Poisson distribution (uncertainty of measurement), are also
provided to the participants.
An interlaboratory comparison test report is sent ideally 3 weeks after the test closure. Reports are clear and adapted to
several reading levels.
They are personalised with your results and translated into English, except for medical biology to date.

TO VIEW AN EXAMPLE OF REPORT, CLICK ON THE ONE LIKELY TO INTEREST YOU:
« Chemistry »
« Water microbiology »
« Medical biology » (not translated yet)
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